**DOS/ISRO E-Procurement portal**

**Foreign Vendor registration process**
DOS/ISRO has deployed its e-procurement portal for carrying our procurement activities of the department. The site is operational and is accessible by the URL [https://eprocure.isro.gov.in](https://eprocure.isro.gov.in)

Foreign vendors are invited to register themselves on DOS/ISRO e-procurement portal to view/respond to tenders of the following Centers/Units.

1. Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Thiruvananthapuram
2. ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC), Bangalore
3. Satish Dhawan Space Centre, SHAR, Sriharikota
4. Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC), Valiamala
5. Space Applications Centre (SAC), Ahmedabad
6. ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC), Bangalore
7. INSAT Master Control Facility (MCF), Hassan
8. National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), Hyderabad
9. Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad
10. Semiconductor Laboratory (SCL), Chandigarh
11. ISRO Headquarters, Bangalore
12. Antrix, NE-SAC and NARL

Vendor registration can be done only by authorized persons of the company. He should posses the following:-
1. Digital Certificate issued by a Certifying Authority (CA) in India
2. Company e-mail ID for communication

Registration process consists of vendor registration and item empanelment. Registration enables the vendor to participate in Public Tenders released by any of the above mentioned Centre/Unit. Item empanelment is needed for participating in Limited Tender (LT)/Single Tender (ST). To obtain enquiries for LT/ST, foreign vendors has to get empanelled against the defined category of items of the respective Centre/Unit.

**Instruction related to DC for foreign vendors**

1. Foreign vendors can register in our e-procurement portal with valid DC issued by Indian CA only. If the vendor already possesses a valid Indian DC, vendor registration can be done using the existing DC. Otherwise the vendor has to procure a new DC.
2. Foreign vendors shall obtain a Class III DC (Digital Certificate) from a licensed CA (Certifying Authority). At present following organizations are authorized CAs

- (n)Code Solutions CA(GNFC)
- Safescript(SIFY)
- TCS
- MTNL
- Customs and Central Excise
- E-Mudhar
- IDRBT

3. Foreign Vendors are requested to visit web sites of the above mentioned organizations for details regarding list of authorized documents to be submitted and also other statutory requirements for obtaining a DC. It is a safe and proper method to get a DC on e-token, a password protected USB device.

4. If required, ISRO can provide an authorization letter to foreign vendors for obtaining a new DC from Indian CAs.